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A hand-written and illustrated guide to clothing repair 

*

“A really solid foundation on sewing.” —Utne 
Reader

“Ideal for thrifters, vintage clothes collectors, 
and anyone into not tossing their clothes 
because a button pops off or a zipper is stuck. 
There is something deeply pleasing and satisfy 
about mending and making clothes last.” —
Angry Chicken

“This is pretty much a great gift for anyone 
who’s into sustainability and learning new 
tricks. It’s all very friendly and approachable 
with both quick fixes and more skilled 
mending. It’s also a cool read and fun to look 
at.” —Pushpin Zines

Ever had to say goodbye to a favorite item of 
clothing because of a busted zipper, fallen 
hem, or gaping hole? Want to save money and 
the world by not buying new clothes all the 
time? Concerned about the labor practices of 
fast fashion? If so, learn to repair your clothes 
from this cheerful, illustrated guide. Raleigh 
Briggs, author and illustrator of the bestselling 
Make Your Place, takes us on a mending 
journey through stocking your supplies, quick 
fixes, types of knots and stitches, buttons, 
mending seams, patching holes, darning 
holes, hemming, fixing zippers, waterproofing 
canvas, leather, and nylon, and so much more! 
Raleigh’s style is simple, playful, friendly, fun, 
and builds your confidence. You can do it!
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Marketing Notes
1. Author’s previous books have sold over 
100,00 copies
2. The clothing industry is the second 
most polluting industry worldwide, and is 
responsible for oppressive labor conditions and 
atrocities worldwide.
3. Appeals to a growing interest in clothing 
repair and sustainable fashion. 
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Raleigh Briggs is the best-selling author 
of Make Your Place: Affordable, Sustainable 
Nesting Skills, Make It Last: Prolonging and 
Preserving the Things We Love, and of several 
DIY zines. She lives with her husband and 
two needy cats in Seattle, WA.
A small, innovative publishing house, Microcosm 
Publishing specializes in work designed to make 
the reader feel good about being alive, take an 
active role in bettering their life, and impact the 
world around them. Microcosm has developed a 
reputation for teaching self-empowerment, showing 
hidden histories, and fostering creativity through 
challenging conventional publishing wisdom with 
books and zines about DIY skills, food, politics, 
and art. 


